Software Engineer Internships - Paris
As a Software Engineer Intern at Criteo, within the Engine team, you will be part of the R&D responsible for
designing systems with company-wide impact, pushing further technical boundaries. You will be integrating
within a world-class team of software engineers and data scientists.

What you can expect
In a team of 5-7, you will be working closely with your mentor to drive your project, design and ensure best
practices are applied. You can ask questions and participate in all knowledge sharing sessions/workshops, etc.
You are encouraged to actively voice your ideas whilst learning how to build and ship quality code into production
which will likely affect millions of users instantly. You will gain a better understanding of the development cycle
and work on projects with a real impact.

What you could work on


Create a unified user timeline visualization tool applied to our Recommender Systems (Hadoop).



Design a tool that will help us understand better the interplay between Criteo ads and our users'
journey. (usability and UI).



Development of a brand new visual feature for Criteo new product and explore, on a worldwide scale,
impacts of visual choices.

To qualify for this mission


You are in your final year of study in Software Engineering or related field.



Experience in developing web-based applications.



Good knowledge of web technologies such as modern JavaScript (ES5-ES6), JQuery, CSS, HTML.



Experience in Object Oriented Programming (C#, Java, or C++).



Passion for code quality, you are curious and dynamic.



Good communication skills in English.

Bonus points for experience


Sense for clean web design and fundamental understanding of UX issues.



Experience with JavaScript libraries (e.g. Closure or jQuery), modern Framework (e.g. AngularJS).



You work on personal projects, and are curious about new technologies.

Useful information


Candidates we are considering are in their final year of studies, expected to graduate in 2017



Start dates are flexible, applicants will be considered on a rolling basis



Location : Criteo HQ in Paris



Contract: 6 month internship (possibility of a long-term contract after the internship)



Compensation package: Internship grant + company restaurant +50% of transport costs

Criteo R&D Culture


Empowerment – We believe in hiring the best engineers in the industry and then letting them get on
with what they do best – designing, coding and releasing state of the art software.



Mobility – In our Voyager program our engineers get to pick which team they want to work on for 2-4
weeks, boosting collaboration, networking and maybe even leading to switching teams.



Agility - We work in a fast pace environment where we build and release stuff frequently to deliver value
soon and adapt to changes quickly.



Variety – We have many ways to get your code to production including our Hackathon, 10% projects,
Voyager and more.



Multicultural – We have engineers from all over the world for you to interact and exchange ideas with.

Our culture keeps evolving, and you will be expected to contribute actively with new ideas to complement and
enhance the existing programs that include frictionless internal mobility, 10% time, mentoring, technical talks,
hackathons, conferences, etc.
Are you up to the challenge?
Interested ? Please send your resume at rndinternship@criteo.com

Do you want to know more about life in the R&D?
Youtube: R&D Criteo @ Europe
Our blog: http://www.criteolabs.com
Twitter: @CriteoEng

